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The constant development of technology stimulates/compels companies to change 
~ 

and adapt to current trends and demand in various markets. Therefore, it is an obligation 1 J 
to keep pace and offer clients the latest innovative technology in order to remain i o 

competitive. This is particularly vital in the hotel-industry which is a dynamic and 

competitive sector. Part of this technological innovation is Keyless Check-in, currently 
~ ~' being~ by Starwood hotels group, which is being ex<:~~yely researched and 

.. 

investigated. Keyless Check-in is a system created to facilitate the process of hotel checking 

in reducing the amount of time customers wait to access their rooms. This service has 

implications for costs but also for efficiency and customer interface. It is slowly being 

introduced in the hotel sector and currentl~ by the mid luxury level such as 

Starwood's Group and specifically their portfolio of Sheraton hotels. Utilizing IB business 

models this report will examine the different aspects of the service product and whether 
f'\ 

Starwood hotels should inaugurate the new concept into all its Sheraton hotels. These S"' ~ 

models are the following: 1.k,k ,11, Ml,i~ .' ,J.,_J 1t ~ 
}; SWOT analysis f\\,_ b~ Ci .... J,..,-f\ 
~ Marketing Mix Y'""' ~ • , 1 

',, Porters 5 Forces 

',, Porters Generic Strategies, 

r'\ 
The SWOT analysis audited the current sftuation whilst the Marketing Mix provided a 

clearer understanding of the service product Porters 5 Forces outlined in sharper focus the 

level of competition within the hospitality industry and Porters Generic Strategies further 

facilitated understanding of how Keyless Check-in product was categorized in the focus on 

cost and differentiation.~ '$"~ 

From th~t will e demonstrated that introducing the product to Sheraton 

has limitations especially in the ustomer interface relationship aspect but in the long-run 

would be beneficial to the comp] f :is;rn~~s proved less significant than the 
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advantages. It can be concluded that Starwood should implement the Keyless Check-in 

system in all its Sheraton hotels. 
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"J 
~ 1.1 In today's hospitality industry, competitiveiiess is growing both rapidly and 

.... ~~ually. As hotel companies enter and leave the industry, they are continuously searching 

for new and improved ideas to cut costs and yet simultaneously fulfil customer wants/ 

needs. With continuous technology advancements hotels are enabled to discover ~ays to 

provide for their customers as well as offering them a premium service. A recent ~ '\: <e./.) 
innovation in the hospitality industry is the Keyless Check-in system driven to enhance the 

possibility to allow guests to check-in/check-out efficiently with a parallel reduction in / 

variable costs, as it eliminates reception personnel, andjelays as guests can directly access 

rooms. One customer segment, apart from overallgpremium is attracting young 

travelers who may wish to evade reception desks1. 

Keyless check-in door-lock retailers have developed technology allowing 

smartphones key functio~,: which the hotel industry is experimenting2• Growth data is 

hard to track currently as market size remains small since it is still in being developed/ 

tested. Hilton hotels3, a major competitor, are the first (with Starwood), to have applied 

mobile check-ins, allowing customers to have unprecedented choice and control4• 

Additionally Starwood is the first major hotel group offering the 'smartphone as a room 

key' process in two hotel chains, which Hilton won't be offering until 20165 • 

1.2 Starwood6 Hotels and Resorts is an American company with over 1,100 

hotels in more than 100 different countries, making it one of the world's leading leisure and 

business travel companies. The firm consists of nine internationally weH-known brands 

including St Regis, Le Meriden, The Luxury Collection, W hotels, Westin and Sheraton at 

1 "Smartphone keyless check-in arriving in Australia," Keep on travellin, accessed November 13, 2014, 

See Appendix A page #28 for information on competitor, Hilton. 
4 "Online check-in, keyless entry at Hilton," The Business of Accommodation, accessed November 13, 2014, 

"Online check-in, keyless entry at Hilton," The Business of Accommodation, accessed November 13, 2014, 
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the higher end ~ Elem~nt and Four points in the budget range. Additionall;ay 

2015 

Starwood is the creator of the award-winning loyalty program called Starwood Preferred 

Guest (SPG). 7SPG is a program which allows member customers to obtain Starpoints, 

which can be used for room and flight upgrades on more than 350 airlines. - /~,1; ~J~ 1. 

Recently (2014), Starwood introduced the 'Keyless Check-in' in two of its nine 

hotel chains globally, aloft and the W hotels, being the first hotel-company to enable 

customers to use smartphones as a room-key. Currently competitors facilitate guests to 

check-in using mobile devices before arrival ~t still require pickup keys at the front-desk, 

a process which Starwood has eliminated. Th system allows customers to check-in with 

smartphones without traditional reception bu~urrently restricted to SPG members 

(around 50% of Starwood's customers). 1)4 s.,j ~ l . 
~~ a, ~.,): . 
~ Sheratdn8, one of Starwood's prominent hotel chains, is a global-icon an 

upper socio-class hotel which caters to a wide demographic covering leisure to business 

travel. Currently, Starwood is analyzing whether they should implement this system in all 

Sheraton hotels. To date, customer response has been positive9, as it gives guests another 

way to personalize their experience and keep abreast with recent trends. This report will 

examine whether Starwood hotels should/should not apply the Keyless Check-in system 

to Sheraton, as they have done with aloft and W\hotels. Secondary research sources have 

been consulted and complemented with some pri ry interviews with Starwood's 

associate director of rooms and hotel managers. ~ hj r.-;, S ~1~ ~

5
"'\5 

~s l'J ~ J\J)) 

7 "Travel inside the world of SPG," SPG, accessed October 20, 2014, 

With more than 400 hotels in over 70 different countries primarily catering to family and business travelers 
9 Articles: 
"Starwood Launches Keyless Mobile Entry at Some U.S. and Asian Properties," Skift, accessed November 11, 2014, 

/ 
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~~, M!._,~j"t''~. 
~ NA ~ ar-1r1

6'\\. 

The SWOT analysis provides an overview of the key~s check-in product at 

Starwood, with a focus on Sheraton. The Strengths/Weaknesses will provide analysis for 

the internal aspects while Opportunities/Threats will provide analysis for external 

aspects. 

Location: Sheraton has high market-presence, 11 offering more than 60 different 

resort types ranging from beach hotels to casino and business hotels. <S0 
1
. 

Awards: Sheratons SPG program (Starwood), recognized globally is known as the 

'world's most award-winning guest loyalty program'12. 131n 2014 the program won 

10 Paul Hoang, Business and Management(n.p.: IBID Press, n.d.), [Page #86J. 
11 "Sheraton News," Sheraton, accessed October 8, 2014, 

"Frequently Asked Questions: Starwood Preferred Guest," SPG, accessed October 4, 2014, 

1 
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ten awards at the 2Qth annual Freddie Awards14, including most international 

awards such as 'Hotel program of the Year' in the Asia Pacific region for the 1Qth time 

consecutively and in the Europe, Middle East and Africa region for the znd year. 

is Also, in 2014StarwoodPreferred Guest was rewarde~ with :Program ofth~:~<;:;~ sl9<',.., 

'Best Customer Se~ i:/ttt~d ~e.::::t"{;_ a .... ~ f" ult'• /;h """~' ' 

Reputation: Due to awards Sheraton and SPG program received and high market \ 

presence a good reputation is maintained resulting in excellent customer service 

enabling a guaranteed wide customer base and brand-loyalty. 'SJ ~ 

Market Leader: Sheraton is Starwood's largest and second oldest brand and caters 

to a wide customer range from high socio-economic families to international 

business-execs and have a competitive advantage to hotels catering to niche 

markets. Introducing 'keyless' check-in would allow an even higher competitiv: J I 

advantage/USP putting them ahead of the competition. -:: ~'\.cv~ J.LJ lr ...,f ~> 
,v, "'{;:) k' "° ~J;J 

Product: Keyless Check-in would bring benefits cutting customer process time at 

( reception and help staff reduce customers needing assistance. This product is also 

L very effective for business-customers as it allows rapid check-in process. / 

j 
0Jb. '. ~ {.~ La_ ~ 

~ l\e~~~ 

~~ 

.C)ck.z~ ~<i~'( 

13 "Sheraton News," Sheraton, accessed October 8, 2014, 

Freddie Awards: The oldest and most prominent recognition award for frequent traveler reward programs. 
15 "Sheraton News," Sheraton, accessed October 8, 2014, 
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.Lack of human contact: Due to Sheraton's hotels being extremely large16, customers 

who like personal attention might perceive they won't receive this since the hotels ar 

so immense. This could deter customers and potentially be a negative outcome of 

introducing Keyless Check-in as it fuflher reduces human contact and personal 

relationship. ~D,\ ~ I A.~~rN. \~ N ~vh. 

1 
/ 

Start-uo Costs:. With KeylessCheck-in, Sheraton wc\uld have to change room locks / ) 
_) ~IY~:{r1, ~v.\\'k 6""- 1_ ~ 

and even p\sibly the entire door which would belery expensive initially. 
~ ~~ ~ Nl.~~ ~.,.--~ " . 

Availability:Starwobd hotel chains which have already adopted Keyless Check-in 

system only offer it to SPG members. If Sheraton were to introduce system, they too 

would only make it available for SPG members meaning not all customers who wish to 

use it - can. However, this can also be seen as~pporturiity since non-SPG members 

who would like Keyless system might becoma. members allowing them to do so. This 

would consequently raise SPG membership further strengthening loyalty. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~~ '\ ~ L..iW,1"'~. 
New entrants:As Starwoocl hotels are the first hotel company to introduce Keyless 

Check-in, there is no competition but this early mover advantage can~ast. So far, 

the system has been successful in Starwood's aloft and W hotels, meaning that if it 

continues to be so, the market will attract new entrants. Therefore, leading to that 

16 Sometimes with over 1,000 rooms, several 'meeting' rooms and plenty ofrestaurants and bars. 
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Sheraton might lose its advantage. If Sheraton introduces it successfully, it is likely 

competitors will adopt also. L, ""' t, J 
• 

New clients: As Sheraton would be the first higher socio-economic group to !' .... J"©"'>.. 

introduce this product, it is likely they may attract customers staying in competitor 

hotels to make a brand syrch. In addition, as the product is only available for 

customers that are part of Sheraton's loyalty program, there may be an increase in 
/' .S~c \J.':> '\ 

membership. _ 1 n \ v \ I °t j ~ _() 
<y,~ ~ ~ f~..o 4.S ~ a Ce.~'""'-\'( 

C\O,S~~ 
Differentiation: Keyless Check-in is an opportunity for Sheraton as it would allow 

them to gain competitor advantage as they will be the first hotel group to use this ,"l 
·~..( . 

product Not only will this differentiate them from competitor hotels but it will also ~., 1'.'.0'"" 
. ':Alp 

possibly be a form of product development aqd attract new customers. A l,vf> 1 
:s~ s \Ji'1 '; 

First mover advantage: Starwood is the first major group to use the Keyless Check

in function in its hotels (aloft and Whotels) with first mover advantage. This 

means they will always have recognition as innovative and pioneering with , 
uh. 

technolo;First mover advantage may also provide a better image, reputation, and f&'_;1 ,, 
' L .:,V \.:,•j•\ ,1 

industry pa e setters. They should be able to benefit from these factors. ~ V" / 

_j S~s \..,\o '11 G~,h \)\ 
4~ (_ CvJSSlf!1 tk 
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Advanced technology: With 

new generations those who 

have grown up with 

na11~1:rs in smartphone ownership, 2011-2013 

technology look and demand 

more advanced technologies. 

One demand is to use the 

smartphone for everything. 1'7/ 
As it is already utilized for v 

reading books, maps, 

watching movies and airport 

100% 

adults who own ... 

56% 

35% 

Smartphooe 

check-in, so Sheraton would be responding by now offering hotel keys. 

No cell phone 

Figure 117 illustrates that throughout designated years smartphone usage has 

rapidly increased. This demonstrates that the scale is widening to a larger customer 

base meaning that the availability would follow this trend. 

Cost cutting: Although this system may require major changes to the hotels doors 

and locks which would be expensive re VC, in the long-run it will cut VC costs. This 

could possibly reduce the number of staff and te~o~ and material for making . 

newkeysgainingEOSalso. '..,: ~1 I\IA• ~!t~-~.._~ ® } 

17 "Smartphone ownership reaches critical mass in the U.S.," CNET, accessed November 6, 2014, 
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System failure: Since this product is relatively new and hasn't been implemented much 

to date Sheraton could experience technical difficulties. With virtual technology, if one 

disruption occurs, the whole system could go down. Additionally, the event of a power 

cut could possibly cause difficulties in system operation. Therefore, this could affect the .(;!l.t,1,,. J> 
~. \J'. \ t ~. rO'' 

brand image if they can't perform successfully. - JS. 'J • Y, f'')J ·~ 

Loss of product: A huge concern is' aud'. Since the key is on the customer's 

smartphone, if lost not only would t ey lose their phone but also their room key. Th , 

making it easy for someone to falsilj,Vpentity, and use the key leading to possibility. f / 

danger. ~ ~ I ~\?J 
t, 

Smartphone: It should be made clear that the product is only available on smartpho y 
~~ ,AJ,LJ fi~ +~,J 

The situational audit depicts that Starwood hotels is the first major hotel group to 

introduce Keyless Check-in providing them with a new USP and- however temp~ - to 

stay ahead of competitors. Internal factors indicate that Starwood has a good reputation 

supported by numerous sector-awards received. By responding quickly to customer 

} 

demands, they will be able to maintain this reputation r>y~·n li,cing Keyless <ih!!ck-i~t l 
,1.,,.,t ~ l'o5Jl.f"\~ - 4.~~1 

decrease waiting time, VC and possibly promote brand switc g. However weaknesses . 

demonstrate that a lack of personal relationship could affect customer experience and / 

brand image. Although some strengths are common to other competitors such as high 

market presence and global locations, by applying it for only members of their loyalty 

program, this product is exclusive with a specific target market. 

~ ~ 
r-:).l''t' · External factors an; vital to assist development. Starwood would benefit from a 

"~ first-mover adva;tage b~j~y)ng system to all their Sheraton hotels. Consequently, this 

would differentiate them from competitors attracting new clients. Additionally, with 

today's tech generation, access to advanced technology has become an essential component 

to the business world. However, this opens up possibility of system failure and hacking 
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dangers. Despite the possibility of cutting costs, the threats show that the overall chance of 

key-loss is increased as being on a smartphone increases vulnerability. 

~ Jrrf ~6~'"\ 
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A marketing mix is a combination of elements needed to successfully market a 

product. It is used to review and develop marketing strategy and is at the heart of 

marketing planning.18 The market mix consists of the traditional 4 P's, product, price, place, 

and promotion as well as people, process, packaging and physical evidence. This marketing 

mix will only use product price, place, promotion, process and people. 

Product: 

The product explored in this MM is Keyless Check-in system which is being actively 

used in 2 out of 9 Starwood hotel chains (Aloft and W hotels). The aim is to 

streamline/reduce time customers take checking-in, making the process faster and 

smoother, thus giving certain clients what they want. According to a study conducted by 

Starwood, customers were looking for a quicker/easier access to rooms, which they are 

now responding to However, this option is only available for SPG members (Starwood 

Preferred Guests) meaning that ca 50% of customers have access option. Yet, out of thir 6 
) 

50% ( around 19 million) only 7 million of those are active members, meaning that the ._fh .. t\:" 
I v' 

reception is still an important~spect for the check-in process for guests who are not pa of ., .Y 
v;;tJ.A,· 

the SPG program. 

Since the Keyless Check-in offer is only available for the SPG program members, 

Starwood cannot use price differentiation as not all customers can benefit. Instead, they 

have kept the introduction phase free (to SPG mem~s) as it could discourage people fro 

testing the system. ~ 56J 5 ';) ' . 

Introducing this system will be costly due to having to change room locks with the 

updated technology (in this case smartphones apps). In an interview conducted with 

18 Paul Hoang, Business and Management (n.p.: IBID Press, n.d ), [Page #400]. 

,QJL {:. f\y 
l tl"~ 'l_.,..; \ 
rct ., ,.,r· 
:::> ;'µ)) . , 

_;;;(V}l ' • 
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19Stefan Lorch, Starwood Associate Director of Rooms, they might even have to replace 

entire doors depending on the hotel. In addition, they would also have to keep in mind 

maintenance costs to avoid any system fail possibilities. On the other hand Starwo)1 VC 

will decrease as less reception personnel are necessary. S6 ~ ~ "'. 1 

Keyless Check-in was firstly tested in two of aloft's hotels, Aloft Harlem New York 
·C',~ 

and Aloft Silicon Valley California. 20 According to the Wall Street journal, Starwood then 

decided that if the trials were successful, they would expand to all Aloft and W hotels by 

the end of 2015.21 As these trial hotels are the first to use this system already, competitors 

are watching closely to see whether system is successful - or not 5J \ 

Since Sheraton hotels have not yet introduced the Keyless Check-in, there is no specific 

place or hotel which currently uses it. )')~ ~ \~- l° ~1~ r; ~ ~J , .. 

Promotion: 

Promotion in the hospitality industry is essential in ord~r to launch an organization 
'.IJ,~·l) . 

or a product, as well as to generate sales. At start of 2014 Starwood released an ATL 

promotional campaign to announce Keyless Check-in product expansion, as promised, in 

all aloft and W hotels. Using ATL.TV to promote a company's product has been very 

beneficial for~.ompanies due to the ability to reach a global audience by launching just one 

ent, as well as the ability to use technology to combine sounds and 

images to send power ~\message~. "-- Of 
;___) C1o. ,c:l-<t ~ o~s 1vJ r --0.-V~ SJ 

People: ~« 
J<ys~J), 

By introducing the Keyless Check·ivmight have difficulties adjusting to the 

changes which come along with the implementation of the system. This could mean that 

19 Stefan Lorch, interview by the author, Brussels, Belgium, June 24, 2014. 
20 "Starwood Hotels' 'Keyless Key' Lets Guests Check Right Into Their Room," Huffington Post, accessed October 4, 

2 0 14, :.:,.,,.,. :.'.' .. '.'' .. ' .. ' •• .. ·.:: .. c:: :: · .:.:2 .,.c-.. : .. :.,, .. cc.,:.,.·. -.·· ·.:cc.a: .. : .. 
21 "Starwood Hotels' 'Keyless Key' Lets Guests Check Right Into Their Room," Huffington Post, accessed October 4, 

2014, ~rrr,~l~•~YJ..:~="~"~'~~~=~=~=.:c~~-~~=~~~=~~:~~"=~~~=~sc~,.....:.;~~~=~~~~=== 
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employees who normally work behind the reception may have to change position and work 

elsewhere. This is because the percentage of staff needed behind the desk would decrease 

since customers may no longer need assistance from the reception. To avoid staff 

complications, Sheraton will need to offer employee training as well as technologica/L{n 

training to ensure that they are prepared when the ~ystem is initiallr i~tt,odm;ej --U I ' 

~"')\'51 ~ (\SZ-\ " ~ \' ..,~ tt\~ 
. . , j °'.').£.-.k,, O'"'S 1 

Process: 

Currently customers can already hotel check in/ via apps in hundreds of hotels but 

actually activating the door lock requires vast changes to the locks themselves.22 According 

to Robert Cole, founder of RockCheetah, a hotel marketing strategy and travel technology 

consulting company, depending on the door lock; it is possible that the whole door has to 

be replaced to get the Keyless function to work23 • The procedure for this system would 

include the key being activated through a smartphone app, allowing hotel to send guests 

room numbers, when they check-in. The smartphone will then be enabled to act as a virtual 

key, removing reception check in 24 • A wireless sensor on the door is activated via Bluetooth 

on the guest's phone, and the lock is unlocked through a button or gesture. The sensors are 

battery-powered, so they'll be able to alert hotel staff when power reserves are low.25 

However, risks of using this technology include hackers which can attack the system. 

Therefore Starwood would need to address bugs and security updates as quickly as 

possible to prevent difficulties.26 Additionally, the hotel doors should still be able to open in 

the traditional ways in case of emergencies or system failures. 

22 
"Hotels testing keyless entry via smartphone app," CNBC, accessed November 11, 2014, 

"Going keyless is the key: The hotel room key goes mobile," USAtoday, accessed November 12, 2014, 

"Going keyless is the key: The hotel room key goes mobile," USAtoday, accessed November 12, 2014, 

"Hotels testing keyless entry via smartphone app," CNBC, accessed November 11, 2014, 

"Hotels testing keyless entry via smartphone app," CNBC, accessed November 11, 2014, 
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"The Porter's Five Forces is a tool that analyses the nature of competition within an 

industry."27 It is composed of five sections including the bargaining power of buyers, the 

bargaining power of suppliers, the threat of new entrants, the threat of substitutes and the 

extent of rivalry amongst existing competitors. These traits will be assessed regarding 

Starwood's Keyless Check-in product/service. Ultimately, this will predict the level of 

J competition in each sector, enabling us to see the potential benefits and drawbacks of 

launching the product. 

' . 

Starwood Hotels has partnered withAssaAbloy28 a specialist door lock system 

company to create the key less product. Assa Abloy is helping Starwood upgrade their key 

27 Paul Hoang, Business and Management (n.p.: IBID Press, n.d.), [Page #407]. 
28 "About US," Assa Abloy. accessed September 10, 2014, nnr,·ov,,MMI 
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locks to allow Keyless Check-in as well as supporting software application to manage the 

process. In this case, the power of the supplier is relatively hi~h. ~re are other suppliers 
v 

for hotel guest room key systems but not all of theJill can service a global organization such 

as Starwood. According to Stefan Lorch, 'technolo'yy is key" to success, guest experience and 

our ability to deliver consistently'. This means if suppliers were inadequate Starwood 

would be potentially vulnerable and face additional costs and challenges to switch 

suppliers. If Sheraton were to introduce the system, they would most likely use the same 

suppliers but would be dependent on Assa Abloy. This could be problematic because if 

there was an issue - making Starwood even more reliant on Assa Abloy29. 

In the hotel industry, the bargaining power of buyers will/are always high. This is 
~ 

because the customers are the industry's only and most important source ofrevenue. 

Everything hotel companies do, every new idea, is done with a focus on the customers, 

trying to make them as happy as possible by giving them exactly what they want. 

As customers of Starwood hotels, the bargaining power of buyers is relatively high 

since itis their choice whether or not they want to use the Keyless Check-in option. In 

addition, due to large competitor dynamics ands presence more will begin providing the 

product/service, meaning that the power of buyer will increase even more since customers 

will have a bigger choice of hotels. 

~ 
lo 

Starwood, as a buyer, has a high bargaining power over Assa Abloy (the suppliers) 

since they are an extremely large company, and could move their business to another 

competitor. However, this is not very likely, as there aren't that many other options for 

Starwood to choose from - see power of supplier. 

29 It is assumed that this technology supplier gap will be filled but in the meantime there is a heavy reliance on one 
supplier. 

J 
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In the hospitality industry, the threat of substitutes will always be high due to the 

myriad of accommodation choices available to customers. However, in terms of hotel 

Keyless Check-in, Starwood is one of the first companies to have currently introduced thJ 
Keyless Check-in system providing a competitive advantage. This will attract business 

travelers in particula\ ~ay:be encouraging overnight stays rather than in and out daily city 

visits d\~ \<:::. [.)._ \~ 
', <'() 

· I'\ ~ hu JJ~ ; 
For the moment, the th~at of new entrants is relatively low due to a few barriers of ;)' 

entry such as the products expe~e. Additionally, it is also fairly new meaning that not 

many hotels are certain as to whe er or not the system would be successful or not. 

However this advantage will not last system proves successful - a~Yrnb"ark further 

into this technological era the probabili ~o\ the product be~g provided in more hotels is 

large due to an extremely vast market. '--J Y\ ~~ rJYJ-. \ Jl.\ I~~~ : 

As the product develops, it is likely that more competitors will increasingly employ 

Keyless Check-in consequently providing interested customers a greater number of 

choices in choosing which hotel they would prefer to stay iri. If Sheraton were to introduce 

the system in their hotels, as soon as new entrants enter this specific market, Sheraton will 

no longer have this as their USP. However, by not introducing it, they'll be at a disadvantage 

since customers who want Keyless Check-in system will stay at hotels which offer it. 

Additionally, aloft and W hotels (Keyless Check-in users of Starwood) only offer 

the Keyless Check-in system for customers who are part of their SPG program. Therefore, 

~~ if competitors start to use the same Keyless system, non-SPG members who don't want to 
\.V 

·i-- become members, may stay at competitor hotels. However, this is not a direct threat of 

entry due to the fact that as mentioned before, Starwood hotels are one of the first to 
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introduce this system, meaning that for the momentthe rate of competitiveness is still 

fairly low. 

The level ofrivalry is the 30'degree of competitiveness in an industry'. In this industry, 

\ the overall level of rivalry will not be greatly affected by whether or not a hotel provides 

~eyless Check-in or not but this is temporary as only Starwood provides it In addition 

Starwood has made it only available for a targeted audience/SPG ( ca 7 million active 

loyalty program customers). However, it is inevitable rivalry will increase. Once all 

competitors offer this it will no longer be used as a component for competitiveness but an 

expectation demand from customers, much like Wi-Fi has evolved. 

Note: Starwood hotels are stated to be the sole providers of Keyless system. 

Although this remains true, there are other competitors such as Hilton which use a similar 

concept but small alterations set them apart31. ~f.\ 
f"\v 

30 Paul Hoang, Business and Management (n.p.: IBID Press, n.d.), [Page #407]. 
31 

See appendix A page #28 
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"The Porters Generic Strategy is a too] used to outline the ways that a business can 

gain a competitive advantage."32 It's divided into four parts: cost leadership, differentiation, 

cost focus and differentiation focus. This Porters Generic Strategy will be used to determine 

which category Starwood's Keyless Check-in product falls under. 1 

Porter's Generic Strategies 

Starwood's Keyless Check-in product would be placed in the Focus Strategy for 

differentiation as it is for a narrow market segment with a unique product. Since the 

hotels owned by Starwood are the only which have used this system under these 

particular circumstances, it allows the product to remain a USP for Sheraton. Additionally, 

as the product's availability is for SPG members, this demonstrates its differential 

exclusiveness. Thus, this would place the product under a narrow scope. With a product 

that contains both the characteµsti'f of being unique and found in a narrow scope allows 

0 J\' l4 °'--- ~Ji,"' 1( K Ll( I 

32 Paul Hoang, Business and Management (n.p.: IBID Press, n.d.), [Page #113] 
--............._=-
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for the following; less of a risk, near to none long term influence on the business (if it were 

to fail) and low financial costs compared to if it were for a large target market 

Overall, this category is fount be the best flt for the products and business's mutual 

success which it would most h\ly not a chi eve if it were categorized elsewhere. 

~ c .. lct .' J 
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Through a large amount of resJarch and investigation, it has been concluded that 

Starwood hotel~~; s~ld implement Keyless Check-in in all Sheraton hotel0he 
• results from the SWOT analysis, Porters Five Forces and Porters Generic Strategies proved 

that the product would bring overall a greater amount of benefi~an limits. Therefore 

this application would be the most suitable decision for Sheraton. ~ ~ ~"Le,.._ 1 

With the use of the SWOT~nalysis, the positive outcome of the internal and external factors 

and their weight on th~oncept, confirmed that it would differentiate them from their 

rivals. ~us, this would give them a competitive advantage. This would then, raise the 

image of ~eraton hotels as they are responding to customer derpands. Additionally, out of 

thes .. e cus .. to~eman~s~ those stayirg at competitor hotels ~u'~ be tern pted into brand 

switching. ~ fy "~ °'-S~!. k, ~_J{V\' ~~ <,, 5 "-,.; .S <.,,,.t.J c,.J 
As Sheraton would be the first higher class hotel ( excluding W hotels) to integrate such a 

system. the le~el of rival.11' would appear to be almost ine)istent in ~e Porters Five F_orce}, ~ ' 

Therefore. taking m1t1at1ve sooner would be more beneficjal ~' d:t at~ge. !>" Qc.>< · 

Porters Generic Strategies demonstrated that this innovative product was categorized as a 

focus strategy (differentiation). The result of having a unique product in a narrow market 

will decrease the amount of jeopardy on the company. Knowing that the product has been 

successful under the same circumstances ensures a similar success rate for Sheraton 

hotels. 

To conclude, the positive outcome of each individually explored model supports the choice 
·1 

of launching the Keyless Check-in systeL~ ao st the four hun.dred and thirty three .-,,~.t _ 
Sheraton Hotels33• \ ;v J\' r r.-.t· )J..J 1S.S v-o '~ 

. ,_µfi .:i- v 

33 "About us," Starwood Hotels and Resorts, accessed August 11, 2014, 
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To make the product as beneficial as possible, Sheraton should consider the following: 

:: :::::::~:: ::i:~~0:0:.::~::::::::~::: :::~:::::di:::::."::~ / J 
continue to do so. 

';,, Secondly, the product should remain exclusively for Starwood's SPG members. This 

allows Sheraton to focus on a smaller target market therefore less risk of affecting 

the business on a larger scale if the concept were to fail. fu-s vf 11'f)~ ~ } e{h 

'r Utilizing SPG the product/service should remain free of charge because as a hotel ') 

firm you want to ensure your clients receive their money's worth (best value for 

money). 

';,, To promote the product, Sheraton should focus on a specific market segment This 

should encompass technological innovators and early adopters. Some of these 

characters could be segmented by age and income. 

r 

'5r Lastly, the Keyless product should be made as simple and easy to use as possible 

while still ensuring strong security firewall around it. 1 ~ 'i., l:~ 
0
~;;:;,:;;!J, '-"'\.. 
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Hilton hotels have had a rich history in innovative discoveries in the hospitality 

industry. The company piloted an initial version of the digital check-in more than 5 years 

ago. They were also the first company to introduce a software application which allows 

customers to have some control over their hotel stay. However, with Starwood's new 

innovation to use smartphones as a room key, Hilton has fallen behind its biggest 

competitor. Consequently, Hilton has currently begun to slowly follow in the footsteps of 

Starwood. In early August of 2014, Hilton announced thattheir guests will be given the 

opportunity to have choice and control over their entire hotel stay. They will have the 

ability to choose the exact room of their choice, as well as purchasing upgrades and making 

special requests from their mobile phones, tablets and computers. Guests will also be able 

to check-out using these different devices, and by the end of 2014, digital check-in and 

room selection will be available in more than 4000 Hilton hotels worldwide.34 

By the end of 2016, Hilton's objective is to allow customers to use their 

smartphones as a room key, following the trend set by Starwood. 

34 "Online check-in, keyless entry at Hilton," The Business of Accommodation, 



Starwood Hotel 

Group has recently (October 

2014) released the app 

which allows guests to use 

their smartphones as a 

room key. It's called the SPG 

app, permitting all members 

of Starwood's loyalty program who are staying at any aloft 

or W hotel, to access their room by mobile. With this app, 

customers can connect to what they need, whenever they 

need it. This includes the latest SPG offers and promotions, 

hotel information related to your travel plans, the ability to 

store your hotel room number so you never lose it and 

around-the-clock assistance from the SPG support team.35 

35 "SPG: Starwood Hotels & Resorts." !tunes. accessed November 6. 2014. 
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For more than 70 years Sheraton has enjoyed a history as vibrant and spirited as 
the travelers we welcome. The world has changed, butane thing hasn't- travel is about 
bringing people together. 

1937 - The origins of Sheraton date back to 1937 when the company's founders. Ernest 

Henderson and Robert Moore acquired their first hotel in Springfield, Massachusetts. Within 
two years, they purchased three hotels in Boston and soon expanded their holdings to 
include properties from Maine to Florida. 

194 7 - Sheraton Corporation of America becomes the first hotel chain to be listed on the 
New York Stock Exchange. 

1949 - With the purchase of two Canadian hotel chains, Sheraton expands internationally 
and grows rapidly around the world. 

1958 - The company launches "Reservatron", the industry's first automatic electronic 
reservations system. 

1961 - The first Sheraton in the Middle East debuts with the opening of the Tel Aviv 
Sheraton in Israel. 

1963 - The Macuto Sheraton Hotel opens in Venezuela, becoming the first Sheraton hotel 
in Latin America. 

1965 - Sheraton opens the door to is 10Qth hotel - The Sheraton Boston. 

1970 - The company is the first hotel chain with a toll-free 800-number for direct guest 
access which is still in use today. 

1985 - Sheraton achieves an important milestone becoming the first international hotel 
chain to operate a hotel in the People's Republic of China. 

1998- Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. acquires Sheraton. 

2002 - Sheraton introduces the Sweet Sleeper Bed. 

2006 - The Link Sheraton experienced with Microsoft debuts at five hotels around the 
world. The Link Sheraton is the connectivity hub of our lobby experience, allowing guests to 
work. relax, socialize or grab a snack. 

36 "Sheraton History," Starwoodhotels, accessed November 17, 2014, 
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2008 - Sheraton Fitness programmed by Core Performance is introduced, created in 
partnership with world-renowned personal training experts Core Performance, our fitness 
program is designed to keep guests at their peak at all times. 

2008 - Sheraton boasts a portfolio of more than 400 hotels in 70 countries, including a 
stellar portfolio of more than 60 resorts in stunning destinations worldwide. 
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ES: What are the strengths and weaknesses of Sheraton? 

distribution, strong name recognition/ Weakness: 

companies are often slow to adjust adopt to 

ES: Which hotels already have the system and has the keyless check-in system been 

introduced to ALL aloft and W hotels, or just some? 

hotels already, it at 

before year. 

ES: What have been the benefits and/or drawbacks in having keyless check-ins at aloft and 

Whotels? 

to interact us. generai, 

Keyless check-in is all 

are offering guest 

personalizing experience by integrating technoJogy 

used by guest 

savvy 

day to day live. It's intuitive and easy to use.Wand Aloft 

attract a demographic and needs to stay edge ahead 

of global trends. Keyless check-in helps us to set 

ES: Who would supply Sheraton with the 'keyless' check-in system? 

We are partnering with Abloy/ Vingcard on program which is a company 

specialized in guest room door lock systems. company is the supplier of 

hotei guest room lock systems in the world and helping us to upgrade key locks to allow for 

the keyless check as as supports the software application to manage the process. 

ES: What would be the price for the keyless check-in system? 

SL: Our cost is $22.00 room per year as an and cost 

room locks on hotel. We are not down the 

cost to our hotel guest but making it only available as a benefit to our members 
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(loyalty nr,r;rn":, 

to our !oyalt;'y 

more 

By doing this, we are strengthening 

in turn revenue as we know 

more 

our 

ES: Are there any other above the line or below the line promotions you have done to 

promote the product, apart from the advertisement you showed me in our meeting? 

Not at time be more to once is 

at w. 

are 

ES: What percentage of Sheraton customers would be available for using the keyless check-

in? 

up 50% our so likely 

target number 

/ v 




